very personal person and when I was thinking about applying to the astronaut corps I was walking down the halls in NASA NASA headquarters 100 combat missions it's a lot of missions so astronaut hi i'm mary j blige hi I'm NASA astronaut Leland Melvin and I'm thrilled to be here with Mary today for a new collaboration between NASA and the foundation for the advancement of women now I'm excited that my foundation fund has the opportunity to work with NASA and support of our mission to inspire girls through programs that foster
education career development self-esteem

and personal world and I'm glad to work

with Mary to develop exciting new

activities as part of NASA's summer of

innovation project in support of the

president's educate to innovate campaign

imagine it exploring doing who knows

what you'll discover

48th birthday she's joke that she's

received the visitors and a new module

as a present whitson now greeting

shuttle pilot alan poindexter bull in a

china shop yeah awesome eureka following

behind Poindexter mission specialist
stay in love

okay Stan we're at stop motion hello you

this little mirror is Julia just turned

Stalin the coeds scholar the colors in

catching butchered eggs hey did you make

sure

see one is ready to be grabbed him by

the SS RMS my commander Charlie football

was a flawless into the car too alright

what's next take the numbers